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The Challenge
Desert operations are one of the most demanding of all

combat environments. Fine sand and extreme heat can

wreak havoc on equipment, causing maintenance prob-

lems and breakdowns. Operations in Iraq and

Afghanistan are no exception. 

On the battlefield, radio towers are a crucial link in over-

all combat communication. They are mounted atop

command vehicles, and keep troops in contact with

headquarters. Without clear, two-way communication,

troops can be placed at risk and casualties can mount

quickly and needlessly. Before TriStar, the towers, and

the bearings that support them, would jam when 

activated from a horizontal position to a vertical, trans-

mission-ready position. And soldiers found that desert

sand caused the bearings to erode prematurely, requir-

ing excessive maintenance. 

The Results
TriStar discovered the tower masts used bronze bush-

ings, which has a low corrosion threshold and need for

continual lubrication. The team recommended TriStar’s

Ultracomp® composite bearings, which have an

extreme abrasion-resistance level. 

Ultracomp bearings are self-lubricating, which means

significantly less time lost to maintenance, and more

time in the field. Ultracomp bearings also have a longer

lifespan than standard bearings. And finally, Ultracomp

bearings meet the military’s need for low friction, 

minimal moisture absorption, and reliable operation. 

From our production lines in the US, to the front lines of

the battlefield, TriStar is honored to support our soldiers

with superior field communication. 

Need help determining the right bearing for your 

specific application? 

Visit www.tstar.com/machinedesign and ask 

our experts!

Supporting our soldiers can mean different things 

to different people. For some, it’s a bumper sticker. 

To others, it’s waving a flag. But to those who build 

battlefield communication systems, supporting our troops

is literally a mission-critical endeavor. 

When a leading contractor of battlefield communication

needed to ensure the flawless operation of their system,

they came to us. Our mission? Provide the bearings for field

radio towers that would operate in even the most adverse

wartime environment.

 



UltracompTM

CJ Composite 

TriSteel TM

• Self-Lubricating

• Low weight | High Strength

• Chemical Resistance

• Direct replacement for Bronze

• Self-Lubricating

• High Load | Low Speed

• 54,400 PSI Compressive Strength

• Exceptional Resistance to Vibration and Impact

• Self-Lubricating

• High Load | High Speed

• Metal Backed Bearing System
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Engineered Plastic SolutionsTM

Rulon

• Self-Lubricating

• Low weight | High Strength

• Low Coefficient of Friction

• Chemically Resistant 

®

 Rulon is  a  reg istered trademark of  Sa int-Gobain  Performance P last ics  Corporat ion.

• 100% Lead Free

We’re ready to put our engineering expertise to work for you 
from prototype to production.


